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The opportunity that we converged on was based on the personal aspirations and learning goals
we had for this class; we wanted to build something creative and fun, as well as create a design challenge
for ourselves. The solution we selected through the decision matrix was a string instrument player.
Briefly, the idea is to build a device that will automate some portion of string instrument playing. For
practicality, we narrowed our solution to one that will assist in playing the ukulele: The UkƐ.

Previous devices that have approached this include the Guitar Machine, created by the MIT
Media Lab. However, this device is oriented at producing novel ways of producing music, instead of
assisting the player. To our knowledge, this is the only realization of a product that assists a user with little
to no understanding of music theory.

The adjacent image explains the
high-level strategy of how our device
works. Something that was very important
to us was that the device could play any
combination of chords. Because of this, we
centered a design that allows most frets on
the ukulele to be pressed. Additionally, we
wanted to make it such that the device is
just as fast as a human user. Hence, we
determined that it should take about a
second to switch to any chord. At the
longest, it should take about .8s to switch to
a different chord. High level strategy

Device overview
Our approach was to create a device where 4 independent “carriages”, carrying solenoids, travel

along the length of the instrument to depress frets, while the user strums. The carriages actuate via lead
screws mounted to DC motors. This automates the majority of the instrument playing. At the same time,
the device detects when a user has completed strumming for a particular chord, and progresses to the next
position automatically. This functionality was fully realized in the final prototype, with it taking ~0.8
seconds to transition chords. The song “Riptide” by Vance Joy was successfully programmed into the
prototype and played.

Constraining the device to the ukulele was challenging, but was achieved using two 3D printed
brackets, one at the top of the neck and one at the fifth fret, which were clamped down. Several iterations
were tested before a rigid design was produced. Most other major design decisions were about component
selection. The tension of the ukulele string was a point of consideration in determining a solenoid. The
required solenoid strength was determined empirically through testing. Solenoids with a form factor that
sat neatly along the width of the ukulele did not produce enough force for the string to be adequately
depressed, and solenoids that did so with a reasonable margin were too large to use. The sweet spot was
found to be a 5N solenoid that enabled us to implement a staggered design, as seen on the final prototype.



The primary structural load consideration was the suitability of the four bearing/lead-screw
assemblies. The primary load (the solenoid) is between two bearings, drastically reducing the radial load
on the motor shaft, and the load on either bearing. The solenoid force was approximated as a point load on
a beam with a magnitude of 5N. The reaction forces at either bearing for the worst case, where the
solenoid carriage was adjacent to one of the plates, were calculated as follows:
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The bearings are rated for a 300N dynamic load and flexure of the shaft was presumed to be
negligible due to the minimal transverse loads and steel lead screw. Therefore, the lead screw assembly
was presumed to be adequate. Due to the unusual geometry of the ukulele, the acrylic mounting plates
were iteratively designed to ensure proper alignment of the bearings.

Motor selection was the function-critical decision which required the greatest effort. The primary
constraint for this actuator is the torque required to accelerate the solenoid carriage up and down the
length of the ukulele neck. The minimum acceleration requirement was determined to be 0.08 after𝑚

𝑠2

considering the desired tempo of playing (from P2).
For lead screws with a square thread profile, the torque required to exert a load applied to a nut

can be calculated as:
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where F is the linear load on the lead screw nut, f is the friction coefficient, dm = 5mm is the mean
diameter, and l = 2mm is the screw lead.

Given a conservative 100g carriage mass, a max torque of 0.25 kgᐧcm (0.0245 Nᐧm), and a
well-lubricated lead screw (f ~ 0), the max acceleration of the carriage is therefore:
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The velocity of the carriage in steady state is a function of the lead screw and motor
specifications, determined to be:
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This proved to be sufficient. The 12v power supply and buck converter were sized to be able to apply stall
current to all motors and actuation current to all solenoids. This also proved to be effective.

State Space Diagram



(linked for zoom in ability)Updated Circuit Drawing

The design for the UkƐ was very iterative - our group met often to discuss and prototype
different components, mechanisms, and designs to see what worked. Working on multiple
avenues of design until it became clear that one design was superior was a good way to ensure
everyone's design input was considered, and that the final design was optimal. Time permitting,
the sunken-cost fallacy should be avoided - it often saves effort down the line to address
problems as they arise. This is especially true for problems and geometries that are loosely or
unclearly constrained, such as the ukulele.

Allocating a portion of the budget for extra components was also important. Component
failure occurred often in the design and assembly process, and the project would not have been
completable without a safety margin. Electrical component failure and debugging took a
significant amount of time. Caution when handling and testing sensitive equipment should be
taken.

Supply chain issues resulted in time pressure that could have been avoided. Acquiring
components, especially specialty components that aren’t likely to always be in stock, should
happen as early as possible.

A larger budget for this project in particular would have improved the prototype
drastically. Smaller solenoids that produce the same force were out of our budget, but would
have resulted in a sleeker design that would be easier to assemble. While it was easy to
overlook in our initial design phases, considering manufacturability and ease-of-assembly in
designing components will save a lot of effort overall.

For future students, dream big! With the mentorship from the course staff, a team of a
few dedicated students can make anything become a reality.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1P84qMNxt3p6pkw8s1FsOHXNo2udouW2XANFU6q7iqdQ/edit?usp=sharing
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uyjSxqoBfZSKuT4vhcuw_a5z0_TwZLJevldevdjqj3I/ed
it?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uyjSxqoBfZSKuT4vhcuw_a5z0_TwZLJevldevdjqj3I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uyjSxqoBfZSKuT4vhcuw_a5z0_TwZLJevldevdjqj3I/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1uyjSxqoBfZSKuT4vhcuw_a5z0_TwZLJevldevdjqj3I/edit?usp=sharing


Appendix B: CAD w/ mechanical transmission

Overview



Top and bottom mounts

Lead screw mechanical transmission



Appendix C: Screenshots of code























Appendix D: Additional functions


